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Abstract
To provide efficient services to end-user it is essential to manage variability among services. Feature modeling
is an important approach to manage variability and commonalities of a system in product line. Feature models
are composed of feature diagrams. Service feature diagrams (an extended form of feature diagrams) introduced
some new notations to classical feature diagrams. Service feature diagrams provide selection rights for variable
features. In our previous work, we introduced cardinalities for the selection of features from a service feature
diagram which we call cardinality-based service feature diagrams (CSFD). In this paper, we provide semantics
to CSFDs. These semantics are backed by the formal calculus of Linear Logic. We provide rules to interpret
CSFDs into linear logical formula. Our results show that the linear formulas of CSFDs give the same results as
expected from the CSFDs.
Keywords feature modelling; service feature diagrams; software product line; variability and similarity
management; cardinality-based service feature diagrams.
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1 Introduction
Software product line engineering is one of the ways used by the researchers in industry to automate product
development of the product line. One of the challenges for product development is the use of variability and
commonality among the features of products. Feature modelling is established notation to deal with such type of
challenges (Batory et al., 2006). Feature diagrams were introduced as a part of the Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis (FODA) in (Kang et al., 1990). Feature diagrams are used in number of domains including telecom
systems (Griss et al, 1998), template libraries (Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 2000), network protocols (Barbeau and
Bordeleau, 2002), and embedded systems (Czarnecki et al., 2002).
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Featture models are,
a hierarchiccal models too record comm
monalities annd variabilities among the products
p
of a
product line.
l
In the model,
m
each characteristic
c
relevant to th
he problem space
s
is said tto be a featurre. So in thiss
sense, a feature
f
is callled a characteeristic of a system. We can
n say that a feeature can be a requiremen
nt, a quality, a
technicall function or a non-functioonal characterristic (Czarneecki and Kim,, 2005). For eexample, colo
our, tires, andd
doors aree features of a product linee of a car.
Thee original featture diagramss have many extensions prroposed by different
d
authoors. For exam
mple, the firstt
extensionn of FODA diiagrams is Feeature-RSEB,, proposed in (Griss et al., 1998). The seecond extension of FODA
A
diagramss is Cardinaliity-based featture diagram
ms, proposed in
i (Czarneckki, 2005). Anoother extensiion of FODA
A
diagramss is service feeature diagram
ms (SFD), prooposed by Naaeem in (Naeem and Heckkel, 2011).
This paper is an extension off our previouus work in (A
Assad et al, 2015).
2
In thiis paper, we argue to usee
b
that the
t full beneffit of servicee feature diag
grams can bee
cardinalities in servicce feature diaagrams; we believe
SFD, not onlyy, reduces the feature typess of SFD, butt subsumes alll the featuress
obtained by using cardinalities. CS
a well. Furthhermore, we provide
p
formaal semantics to
t the idea of CSFD
C
propossed in (Assad
d et al., 2015)..
of SFD, as
These foormal semanttics are backeed by the seqquent calculu
us of Linear Logic (Girarrd, 1987, 199
95; Troelstra,,
1992).
ws: Section 2 elaborates onn the informattion which is necessary too
Thee rest of the paper is arrangged as follow
understannd the techniical contents of the paper,, while in Secction 3 we prrovided the semantics of our
o proposedd
scheme of
o CSFD in Linear
L
Logic. Section 4 vallidates our sccheme, and seection 5 conclludes the pap
per.
R
Apprroaches
2 Backgrround and Related
2.1 Classsical feature diagrams
Usually, feature diagraams represennt hierarchies of common and
a variable features
fe
in sofftware producct lines (Kangg
d
variaability of serv
vices building on the notation provided in
i (Czarneckii
et al, 19990). Here, we use them to describe
and Eisennecker, 2000)). For examplle, Fig. 1 shoows a feature diagram D foor an online trravel agent.

Fig. 1 Featuree diagram of an on-line travel agent
a
service.

An instance
i
of D is a subset of features that is consistentt with the connstraints specified by D. Fo
or example, a
valid purrchase from thhe travel agennt shown in Fig.
F 1 must ob
bey the follow
wing rules:
1. Thee root feature is always sellected
2. If a feature is sellected, its parrent must alsoo be selected
f
of its And-group are
a selected
3. If a feature is sellected, all the mandatory features
m be selectted
4. If a feature is sellected, exactlyy one featuree of its Alternaative-group must
oup must be selected
5. If a feature is sellected, at leasst one feature of its Or-gro
w
thee
6. When two featuures are linkeed by requires constraint, the target feeature must bbe included whenever
source iss
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7.

A source and target of excludes constraint (not shown in Fig. 1) cannot be selected in an instance.
Thus, an instance of D is given by {TA, Res, H, Pay, BT}(for brevity, we use the underlined characters of
the feature name in instances and logical formulas). A declarative way of defining the notion of instance is by
means of Propositional Logic (Czarnecki and Wasowski, 2007). For example, a propositional equivalent of the
feature diagram in Fig. 1 is:

Valuations for which this formula is true characterise the valid instances. In our example, a possible instance is
the valuation that assigns true to {TA, Res, H, Pay, BT} and false to {F, Tr, CC}.
2.2 Cardinality-based feature diagrams
Cardinality-based feature diagrams uses multiplicities on features. Cardinality-based feature modelling is an
integration and extension of existing approaches. Czarnecki (Czarnecki and Kim, 2005) stated that a
cardinality-based feature model is a hierarchy of features where each feature has feature cardinality, i.e.,
cardinality-based feature diagrams put constraints on features, provides a lower and upper limit for the selection
of features.
Feature cardinality denotes the number of clones of sub-features which can be selected for a parent feature.
Cardinalities are shown as [m....n], where m and n denote minimum and maximum number of selection for a
feature, respectively. Feature with cardinality [1…1] are called mandatory, whereas features with cardinality
[0…1] are called optional. Group cardinality is an interval of the form [m–n], where n ∈ Z∧ 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k,
where k is the number of features in the Group (Czarnecki and Kim, 2005).
Fig. 2 depicts a feature diagram showing seating capacity of a car manufacturer using cardinality-based
feature diagrams. A possible instance of this feature diagram is {SC, F, LB, PS, R, H}.

Fig. 2 Cardinality-based feature diagram showing seats of a car.

2.3 Service feature diagrams
Service feature diagrams introduced some new type of notations to the classical feature diagrams in the context
of service specification and matching. These new notations include:
1. A solid edge: This edge is used when the selection of features is given to the requestor.
2. A dashed edge: A dashed edge is used when the selection rights of features are left with provider to choose
from.
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3. A resource feature: This feature can only be used once; whereas the classical representation is used for
resource feature.
4. A shareable feature: This feature can be used multiple times. A rectangular box with gray background is
used to represent shareable features.
Table 1 Notations used in service feature diagrams.

Features
Mandatory

Feature Representation

Comments
Feature B must be selected if A is, in an instance

Feature B may be selected or rejected with A in an
instance depending on requester’s choice.
Optional
Feature B may be selected or rejected with A in an
instance depending on provider’s choice.

Exactly one feature from the group of B1,...,Bn must be
selected with A in an instance based on the requestor’s
preference.
Alternative-gr
oup
Exactly one feature from the group of B1,...,Bn must be
selected with A in an instance based on the provider’s
preference.

At least one feature from the group of B1,...,Bn must be
selected with A in an instance based on the requestor’s
preference.
Or-group
At least one feature from the group of B1,...,Bn must be
selected with A in an instance based on the provider’s
preference.
Implies

Target feature B must be selected if the source feature A
is.

Exclude

Feature A and B cannot be selected in one instance.

Using the notations discussed above a service feature diagram for an entertainment system of a car
manufacturer is shown in Fig. 3 below.
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Fig. 3 SFD showing entertainment system of a car manufacturer.

2.4 Cardinality-based service feature diagrams
A cardinality-based service feature model is a hierarchy of features, where each feature has feature cardinality
(Assad et al, 2015). A feature cardinality is an interval of the form [m..n], where m and n both are real number. A
feature with cardinality [1…1] referred as “Mandatory” whereas feature with cardinality [0…1] referred as
“Optional”. A group cardinality is an interval of the form [m…n], where both m and n are real numbers and 0 <
m ≤ n ≤ k, where k is the number of features in the group. Group cardinality denotes how many group members
can be selected.
Table 2 Notations used in cardinality-based service feature diagrams.

Single Feature

Features

Graphical Representation

Comments
If feature B is mandatory sub-feature then it must
be selected on selection of A, otherwise it may be
selected or rejected based on the requestor’s
preference in an instance.
A feature B may be selected depending on
provider’s preference in an instance, if A is
selected.

Group Feature

If the feature A is selected then features Bm to Bn
must be selected from this group in an instance,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k. This selection of features
should be decided on the basis of requester’s
preferences.

1.

If the feature A is selected then features Bm to Bn
must be selected from this group in an instance,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k. This selection of features
should be decided on the basis of provider’s
preferences.

The use of “Cardinality Based Service Feature Diagrams” simplifies the notations by
Eliminating the use of multiple feature types for representing alternative and or-group.
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2.

Combines optional feature with requestor’s choice and mandatory.
We don’t need to be confused with filled and unfilled Circle as well as with filled and unfilled arcs.
2.5 Linear logic
Linear logic was proposed by Girard in (1987). In contrast to the Propositional Logic, Linear logic can
differentiate between the propositions which occurs multiple times from those which occurs once, in linear
logical formula, i.e., A A ≠ A, where A is a proposition in Linear Logic.
Linear logic provides three types of connectives: Multiplicative connectives, additive connectives, and
exponential connectives. These connectives are used to form the fragments of Linear Logic, while the Classical
Linear Logic (CLL) contains all the connectives of Linear Logic. The service feature diagrams can be
transformed to Linear Logic. The encoding of a service feature diagram to linear logical formula gives the same
result as expected from diagram. Following are the concepts that will be used in this paper. Two propositions A
and B are representing features here.
1. Multiplicative Conjunction ( ). A linear formula A
B shows the selection of both features A and B
(Naeem, 2012).
2. Additive Conjunction (&). A linear formula A & B is representing choice A or B (Naeem, 2012).
3. Linear Implication ( ). A linear expression A B means that a feature B can only be selected if we have
already chosen the feature A. We use linear implication to impose the condition where we want to select a
feature before the other feature. For example, a sub-feature can only be selected if its parent is already
chosen (Naeem, 2012).
4. Storage Operator (!). It is used to copy a linear proposition. A linear expression !A states the selection of a
feature A as many times as required (Naeem, 2012).
Inference system
The basic linear inference system is a sequent, written in Gentzen’s style (Cosmo and Miller, 2010). A sequent
contains two sequences separated by turnstile (also read as yields or derives). If Γ and ∆ are the multi-sets of
the finite sequences of formulas then Γ
∆ represents a sequent in Linear Logic, which states that the
multiplicative conjunction of the formulas inside Γ derives the multiplicative disjunction of the formulas in ∆
(Lincoln et al, 1992).
An inference rule can be written as
Hypothesis1
Hypothesis2
Rule ------------------------------------------Conclusion
In this rule, hypotheses and conclusion are represented in the form of sequent, while Rule represents the name
of inference rule applied to Hypothesis1 and Hypothesis2 to get to the Conclusion (Naeem, 2012).
The deduction system of CLL consists of the basic rule and introduction rules for the connectives
described above (Girard, 1987; Troelstra, 1992; Cosmo and Miller, 2010). We have only one basic rule, i.e.,
the identity rule
id -----------A A
which states that a formula A can be derived from the assumption of a formula A. Linear propositions can be
moved from one side of a sequent to the other, as shown by the following rules
IAEES
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Γ A, ∆
L(.) ---------------Γ, A┴ ∆

Γ, A ∆
R(.) ---------------Γ A┴ ,∆

┴

┴

The multiplicative conjunction ( ) has two introduction rules. First for introducing
for introducing on the right of a sequent:

L

Γ, A, B ∆
---------------Γ, A B ∆

R

on the left, second

Γ A, ∆
Γ’ A, ∆’
-----------------------------Γ A B, ∆, ∆’

The additive conjunction (&) have two-introduction rules for the left and the right of a sequent, as shown
below
Γ, Bi ∆
Γ A, ∆
Γ B, ∆
L& ----------------R -----------------------------Γ A B, ∆
Γ, B1&B2 ∆
The linear implication

L

also has two rules for introducing it on the left and right of the sequent

Γ A, ∆
Γ’ B, ∆’
--------------------------------Γ, A B, Γ’ ∆, ∆’

R

Γ, A B, ∆
----------------Γ A B, ∆

In CLL, weakening and contraction rules are only allowed for the propositions having modalities.
Γ ∆
W! ---------------Γ, !A ∆

Γ, !A, !A ∆
C! ---------------Γ, !A ∆

The !-modality can be introduced on the left and the right side of a sequent, as shown by the following
rules
Γ, A ∆
D! ---------------Γ, !A ∆

!Γ B
R! ---------------Γ !B

3 Semantics of Cardinality-based Service Feature Diagrams
A cardinality-based service feature diagram can be encoded into a logical formula which will give the same
result as expected from the diagram. Table 3 shows the rules we provided to interpret a CSFD into Linear
Logic. CSFD offers two types of relationship of feature with its sub features: 1) Single feature; 2) Group
feature. Single feature is either mandatory or an optional feature, while the Group feature is the combination of
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multiple features.

Table 3 Encoding of different feature types in linear logic.

Rule

Rule::Res
Rule::Share

Rule::Man

Graphical
Representation

Linear Formulae

LF(

Comments
Feature a being resource means that
we can derive a from a.

)=a

LF(

Feature a being shareable means
that we can derive a … a from !a.

) = !a

LF(α) ⊗ (LF(α) ⊗
LF X

(LF(α)

LF(α) ⊗ (LF(α) ⊗
Rule::OptR

LF X

(LF(α)
LF X ┴

&

LF(α) ⊗ (LF(α) ⊗
Rule::OptP

LF X ⊕

(LF(α)
LF X

┴

(LF(α)
to

(LF(α) ⊗

(&i=1 to e (&j=1

k(LF(XJ)

⊗

⊗

⊥
L∈SLF(XL) )))

LF(α) ⊗
Rule::GroupP

(LF(α)
to

Here sub tree X is optional for a,
i.e., X may be selected or rejected
with feature a, depends upon
requestor’s choice. If a is selected,
one can derive both LF(X) and
LF(X)
Here sub tree X is optional for a,
i.e., X be selected or rejected with
feature a, depends upon provider’s
choice. If x is selected, one can
derive both LF(X) ⊕ LF(X)

LF(α) ⊗
Rule::GroupR

Here X is a sub tree which is
mandatory for feature a, i.e., X must
be selected with feature a.

(LF(α) ⊗

(⊕i=1 to e (⊕j=1

k(LF(XJ)

⊗

⊗

The group of sub features X1,…..,Xk
allow for requestor to make
selection between all subsets of
features in the range from m to n,
and deselecting their respective
complements.
The group of sub features X1,…..,Xk
allow
for Provider to make
selection between all subsets of
features in the range from m to n,
and deselecting their respective
complements.

⊥
L∈SLF(XL) )))
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Thee 1st column of Table 3 shows the ruule names ussed for the encoding.
e
Thhe 2nd colum
mn shows thee
rd
graphicall representatiion of the rulee. The 3 collumn shows the
t linear form
mulas of diffe
ferent CSFDs while the 4thh
column explains
e
the encoding.
e
A diamond
d
is ussed as a metaa variable foor representin
ng features. LF(α)
L
shows the meta pro
oposition thatt
will be reeplaced by a for α being resource and by
b !a for α beeing shareablee feature. Thee linear impliication a b
is used too express thatt we have to choose featurre a to select feature b. Thhis means thaat a gets conssumed once b
is obtainned, the extraa copy of the parent feature is used to keep the inttermediate feature in posssible instancee
formula. For examplee a (a (aa b)) explaain that it is required
r
to chhoose featuree a for the sellection of thee
feature b.
b To encode a CSFD, it is required to keep
k
three cop
pies of parentt feature befoore the linear implication.
Thee additive connjunction (a & b) represennts the altern
native occurreences of feattures a and b, depends onn
requestorr choice. Thee additive disjunction (a⊕
⊕b) representts the alternaative occurrennces of featu
ures a and b,,
depends on provider choice.
c
The subscripts
s
(i=
=1 to e) denottes the numbeer of features to be selecteed, where e iss
w
represents cardinalities (m..n). l represents thhe set of rejeected featuress from the sett
an elemeent of a set t which
s.
s = {1,2,…..k}
t = {t: m≤t≤n}
e = an elem
ment of t l = {l: l s∧ l≠j}
d
so far with the help of a geeneral example, where a feature
f
a is a
Let us explain thhe concepts discussed
wo sub-featurres b and c th
he groups hass [1..1] cardiinality. The feature
f
b alsoo
parent feeature of a grroup(R) of tw
representts a group(R)) having two sub-features d and e, witth [1..2] cardiinality. The ffeature c has a mandatoryy
sub-featuure f and an optional
o
sub-ffeature g, as shown
s
in Fig.. 4.

Fig. 4 An
A Example Caardinality-Based Service Featuure Diagram

Thee step wise enncoding of thee cardinality-bbased servicee feature diaggram using thhe rules given in Table 3 iss
shown beelow
LF(c) ))))
1. LF(a)
L
( LF
F(a) ( LF(aa) ((LF(b)
LF(c) ) & (LF(b)
2. a (a (a ((LF(b)
(
(LF
F(b) (LF(b) ((LF(d) LF(e)
L
)&(LF((d) LF(e))&
&(LF(d) LF
F(e))) c
f g ))))&(LF(b) LF((d) LF(e) LF(c (LF
F(c) (LF(c) ((LF(f) L
LF(g) )&(LF((f) LF(g))))
)
))))
3. a (a (a ((b
(
(b (b ((d e )&(dd e)&(d e)
e c f g ))))&(b d e (c (c (c (f
g )&(f g))))))))
F of Fig. 4 is
The lineaar formula LF
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LF=a (a
( (a ((b (b (b ((d e )&(d

e)&(d e) c f
g )&(f g))))))))

g )))))&(b

d

e

(c

(c
( (c (f

Instance and instance formula
The diaggrammatical representatioon of an instaance of a feaature diagram
m is called innstance diagrram (Naeem,,
2012). An
A instance is defined as, a set of perm
missible selecttion of featurees from a feaature diagram
m (Kang et al,,
1990; Czzarnecki and Eisenecker,
E
2
2000;
Benavides et al., 2010). Instance diagram cann be encoded into a logicall
formula, called instannce formula, which will give the same result as exppected from tthe instance diagram.
d
Thee
o instance foormulas of a CSFD depennds on the lev
vel of variabiility captured. The CSFD must have att
number of
least onee instance form
mula. The sett of instance formulas
f
IF for
f Fig. 4 are
I { (a b d e
IF=

c

f

g ), (a b d e c f g ),
) (a b d
(a b d e c f (g&g ) ) }

e c

f

g ),

Here the symbol ⊥ shhows the rejeection of a feaature, the add
ditive conjuncction (g & g⊥) is used to show
s
that thee
d
uponn requester’s choice, whereas for providder’s choice ⊕ is use. Alll
selectionn or rejection of feature g depends
these instances can bee derived from
m linear form
mula LF of Fig
g. 4.
w in abovee
Notte that rejectiion of a subttree X, leads towards the rejection off its sub featuures, that’s why
given forrmulas rejection of featuree c means rejjection of its subfeatures f and g, simillarly rejection
n of feature b
means reejection of its subfeatures d and e.

4 Validaation
Validatioon of our woork is based on
o derivationn of instance formula IF from
f
a linearr formula LF
F of a featuree
diagram with the helpp of the formal frameworkk of Linear Logic. Let us consider
c
an eexample wherre a feature a
o two sub-feaatures b and c having [1..1] cardinalityy. The featuree b also has a
is a parennt feature of a group(R) of
solitary feature
f
d withh [1..1] cardinnality, as show
wn below in Fig.
F 5.
Thee linear formuula LF and thee set of instannce formulas IF of this carrdinality baseed service feaature diagram
m
are
LF=
= a (a( a ((b c d )&(b (c (c (c d)))))))
IF={( a b c d ), ( a b c d)}

Fig. 5 An Example
E
CSFD
D for validation.
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The derivation of in instance formula IF from the Linear formula (LF) can be shown as LF ⊢ IF. This
derivation is obtained by using an online prover for linear logic called llprover (Tamura, 1995). We derive all
the instances from the corresponding formulas of the CSFD. The proof tree for the first instance formula of the
set of instance formulas is
------------------- id
d
b c d ⊢ b c
------------------------------------- L&

------- id

d )&(b
c c (c d)) ⊢b c
d
a ⊢ a
(b c
---------------------------------------------- L

------- id
a ⊢ a

d )&(b
c c (c d)) ⊢ b c
d
a,a ((b c
----------------------------------------------------- R
d )&(b
c c (c d))) ⊢ a b c
d
a,a,a ((b c
--------------------------------------------------L
d )&(b
c c (c d))) ⊢ a b c
d
a,a (a ((b c
-------------------------------------------------- L
a a (a ((b c
d )&(b
c c (c d))) ⊢ a b c
d

The proof tree for the second instance formula of the set of instance formulas is
------- id
------- id
c ⊢ c
------- id
b

------- id

c ⊢ c
d ⊢ d
------------------- L

c,c d ⊢ d
--------------------------- R

⊢ b
c,c,c d ⊢ c d
----------------------------------- R
b ,c,c,c d ⊢ b c d
------------------------ L
b ,c,c (c d) ⊢ b c d
------------------------ L
b ,c c (c d) ⊢ b c d
------------------------- L

------- id
a ⊢ a
------- id

b c c (c d) ⊢ b c d
---------------------------------- L&

(b c d )&(b c c (c d)) ⊢ b c d
--------------------------------------------- L

a ⊢ a
a,a ((b c d )&(b c c (c d))) ⊢ b c d
----------------------------------------------------- R
a,a,a ((b c d )&(b c c (c d))) ⊢ a b c d
----------------------------------------------- L
a,a (a ((b c d )&(b c c (c d))) ⊢ a b c d
----------------------------------------------- L
a a (a ((b c

IAEES
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
Service feature diagrams were proposed by Naeem in (Naeem and Heckel, 2011; Naeem, 2012). Our previous
paper (Assad et al, 2015) was the first step towards the development of a framework for the cardinality-based
service feature diagrams. In this paper, we have provided formal rules to interpret cardinality based service
feature diagrams into a linear logical formula. The encoding of cardinality based service feature diagrams to a
linear logical formula gives the same results as expected from diagram. We have also validated our work with
the help of examples given in Section 4. Our objective of formalizing Cardinality based service feature
diagrams in linear logic (Girard, 1987; Troelstra, 1992; Girard, 1995) has been achieved.
In future we are looking for developing a tool support for our proposed approach.
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